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ICMA members receive discounts and savings, exclusive access to curated
content and events and leadership opportunities. Here’s a quick list of
what’s accessible to you as an ICMA member:
• Annual Card Manufacturing & Personalization EXPO
• CardTREX regional events
• Élan Awards of Excellence
• Subscriptions to Card Manufacturing magazine, ICMA InBrief and Inside ICMA
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your company’s reputation with your ICMA membership. I also encourage you to share your
Tampa, Florida. To submit an abstract, email jkohlhepp@icma.com. We can’t wait to see you there!

from the ICMA staff
Schedule a Private ACE Training & Exam
| By Michael Canino

Elevate your company’s reputation with Advanced Card Education (ACE)
training.
As the demand for experts in the global card industry grows, employing
staff who have attained ACE-Manufacturing, ACE-Personalization and
ACE-Advanced Technologies designations can help enhance your
company’s reputation.
These designations are awarded to people with a broad and detailed knowledge of the industry
who successfully complete a rigorous exam. As competition within our industry grows, continual
training and expertise are crucial for individuals—and your company—to stand out in the crowd.

Card Manufacturing ™ publishes
information for the benefit of its
members and readers. The sponsor,
International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA), the publisher and
the editors of Card Manufacturing™
cannot be held liable for changes,
revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
detailed information on the products,
programs, services or policies
covered in Card Manufacturing™,
it is recommended readers contact
the appropriate person, company,
agency or industry group.

ICMA member companies may elect to host a private ACE training and exam with a minimum of
10 participants. Contact info@icma.com for details. ICMA reserves the right to evaluate the current
COVID environment prior to confirming and scheduling a private training and exam.
ICMA also offers members a live virtual training program, ACE-Commercial, which provides
sales, marketing, customer service and other key personnel at your company the opportunity
to learn the fundamentals of card manufacturing as well as typical customer questions and
challenges. Elevate your marketing team with ACE-Commercial. Stay tuned to ICMA.com for
the next virtual training program.

ICMA.com
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Assure Authenticity of Issued Cards
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Al Vrancart Set to Retire
Every year brings new sophistication in
application of technologies to illicitly
duplicate authentic cards. Consequently,
the industry has developed a multilayered approach to security elements
wherein multiple security elements are
integrated into a card body.
| By David Tushie, Magellen Consulting, ICMA

Al Vrancart, who joined the global
card industry in 1989, is celebrated
today for his staying power, hard
work, dedication and thought
leadership. While Vrancart sees
technology changing, he doesn’t
see it replacing plastic cards any
time soon.
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Awards Celebrate Excellence
8 Élan
in the Global Card Industry
As new ideas and technologies
converge, cards are being reimagined
and this year’s ICMA Élan Awards of
Excellence entries are truly a testament
to that.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, Managing Editor, ICMA

THE SPOTLIGHT IS ON ICMA’S
PLATINUM AND GOLD MEMBERS
These suppliers have committed to the highest
level of support to ICMA activities in 2021.
Platinum Level

COVER STORY
Gold Level

16 How to Capitalize on Rising Debit

Card Popularity

New trends and use cases driven by the pandemic are
opening new opportunities for the card industry.
| By Dan Oswald, CEO, Arroweye Solutions
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We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry
announcements, association updates and other information that will influence and grow your
business. Card Manufacturing also includes messages from key industry executives as well as
news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined
feature for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or
services, new hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community
activities, case studies and any other industry news to Managing Editor Jennifer Kohlhepp
at jkohlhepp@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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industry standards

SECURITY PRINTING ELEMENTS
HELP ASSURE AUTHENTICITY
OF ISSUED CARDS
David Tushie – Magellan Consulting, Inc.,
ICMA Standards and Technical Representative
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While much of what is making news

in both secure and non-secure cards.

in two varieties: single and dual UV flu-

recently in the card industry concerns

Financial bank cards, gift cards and a

orescents. The single UV fluorescents

stronger cardholder authentication, of-

wide range of government, identity and

emit a color when exposed to a single

ten overlooked has been the increasing

membership cards all use this security

UV wavelength. The dual UV fluores-

options in security printing elements

element as a basic overt feature. The

cents emit one color under a short

that help authenticate the credential

inks are developed specifically for

wavelength UV light and another color

itself. Both card authentication and

offset printing and card lamination

under a long wavelength UV light.

cardholder authentication are essential

processes. For more secure cards, this

in secure applications while card

element provides a base for more co-

authentication is desirable in many

vert security elements that are layered

non-secure applications as well.

with it.

Counterfeit card production has been

Iridescent inks have a bright luster

with the industry almost as long as the

with a pearlescent effect. It is easily

cards themselves. Every year brings

recognizable by the human eye and

new sophistication in application

cannot be duplicated by digital printing

of technologies to illicitly duplicate

technologies, including color copiers.

authentic cards. Consequently, the

Often other security elements are lay-

industry has developed a multi-layered

ered with these inks.

approach to security elements wherein
multiple security elements are integrated into a card body.

The hot-stamp image using a colorshifting ink layer adds a new overt
security feature that is an alternative to

Some of these security elements are

hot-stamped holograms. This may be

overt, meaning they are easily detected

particularly attractive to card manufac-

by visual inspection, with the naked

turers who lack the technical capability

eye or simple tools like a magnifying

to employ color-shifting inks. Custom

glass or black light. Other elements

dies are also offered. For additional

are covert and require both knowledge

security, optical taggants are an option

of the nature of the security element

in some implementations, providing a

and tools to detect their presence in an

covert element as well.

authentic document. Security inks now
fall into both categories.

In the covert category, UV fluorescent
inks, color-shifting inks under polar-

In the overt category, color shifting

ized light and optical taggants are

inks with optical variability, iridescent

basic security ink layers.

inks and a variety of offset inks are
mainstays. Some recently introduced
products of hot-stamped, color-shifting
elements are an alternative to hotstamped holograms.

UV fluorescent inks are available in
both visible and invisible varieties.
Visible fluorescent inks utilize all three
primary colors (RGB print process)
to provide a full-color image when

Offset printing has used color shifting

exposed to UV light of a single wave-

inks in a wide range of applications

length. Invisible fluorescent inks come

Color-shifting inks using polarized light
require such a light filter to see the
shifting color rather than a tilting of the
card body using ambient light.
Optical taggants are a covert security
element that can be printed in a
variety of inks. Customized images are
available. These features are highly
reflective and readily identified using
relatively low powered microscopes.
These, and other, security printing
elements are being deployed to help
assure issued cards are authentic.
Strong card authentication is becoming
more important in tandem with the industry becoming more adamant about
strong cardholder authentication.
Security inks are a foundational step
in accomplishing that objective.

About the Author: David Tushie, ICMA
standards and technical representative,
has had a long and continuing career in
the card industry, working for international companies such as DataCard, UbiQ
and NBS Technologies. He has master’s
degrees in engineering and business,
holds U.S. and international patents
in measurement and card issuance
systems and has had several years of
involvement with the ANSI, INCITS and
ISO Standards process. ICMA is represented at six ISO and ANSI Standards
Meetings through Tushie’s standards role
within the association.
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Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

Élan Awards Celebrate
Excellence in the Global
Card Industry
As new ideas and technologies converge, cards are being reimagined
and this year’s ICMA Élan Awards of Excellence entries are truly a
testament to that.
The awards competition motivates companies to showcase
their technological, manufacturing, security and design
achievements. The contest also drives innovation within
card industry organizations, ultimately strengthening the
entire industry.
ICMA would like to thank this year’s judges, all experienced card
industry veterans who volunteered their time to review and judge
the competition both in-person and on Zoom. With more than 130
entries this year, it was no easy task.
Thanks to David Tushie, ICMA standards representative, Brian
Summerhayes of Barnes International and Mike Walsh of SICPA
SecurInk.
The judges use a quantifiable scoring system based on criteria in
nine categories: graphical design, printing, complexity, technology,
quality, innovation, uniqueness, practicality and security (if applicable). They have the opportunity to hold and feel the entries.
Jeffrey Barnhart, ICMA founder and executive director, revealed
the Élan Awards of Excellence winners in a virtual presentation on
ICMA’s YouTube channel at 9:30 a.m. ET on December 9.
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THE 2021 WINNERS AND FINALISTS
Manufacturing Excellence Awards
Personalization & Fulﬁllment Product, Service or Project

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co.,
Ltd. for the China Everbright Bank Traditional Chinese
Medicine Diamond Credit Card Gift Set for China
Everbright Bank

Finalist: Placard Pty Ltd for their Virgin Money Package
for Virgin Money Australia

Finalist: Burgopak for the Knab Package for Knab

Finalist: Valid (USA) for the Target Flying Ghosts Card
for Stored Value Solutions - SVS

Finalist: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co.,
Ltd. for the Starbucks Summer Momo Tea Gift Card
for Starbucks

Finalist: Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited for the
Northwest Territories Driver’s License for the Government
of Northwest Territories

Finalist: IDEMIA for the Utah Driver’s License/Identiﬁcation
Card for the Utah Department of Public Safety

Loyalty, Promotional and Gift Cards

Winner: PLI Card Marketing Solutions for the Hollister
Club Cali Gold Gift Card for Abercrombie & Fitch

ID and Access Control Cards

Winner: Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited for the
Permanent Resident Card of Canada for the Government of
Canada - Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada

Unique Innovation

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co., Ltd.
for the China CITIC Bank Huawei Card (ceramic version)
for China CITIC Bank Credit Card Center

Finalist: Goldpac Limited for the Guangdong Embroidery
Cards for Bank of Guangzhou

Finalist: CompoSecure L.L.C. for the Arculus Key Card for
Arculus Holdings L.L.C.

continued on page 10
ICMA.com
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2022 Élan Awards of Excellence, continued from page 9

Secure Payment Card

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient
(China) Technologies Co., Ltd. for the Huaxia Bank
Beauty Prime Years Platinum Card for Huaxia Bank

Finalist: IDEMIA for the FlexAccount Card, green
and inclusive for a better society, for Nationwide

Finalist: Valid USA for The Mandalorian Visa Dual
Interface Card for Chase Card Services

Finalist: Wuhan Tianyu
Information Industry Co., LTD for the Shining Star
Shows Peace and Tranquility for Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China

Finalist: CompoSecure L.L.C. for the YAP Mastercard
for YAP/IDEMIA

Winner: CPI Card Group for the US Bank Turtle ROBP
Ocean Bound Material Card for US Bank

Winner: CompoSecure L.L.C. for the Postbank Mastercard
Universe Metal Card for Postbank/IDEMIA

Feature: Metal Cards

Winner: ICK International Inc.
for the Crypterium Visa Card for UAB Walletto

Feature: Environmentally Friendly Cards

Winner: Goldpac Limited for the 21 SR Kit Love Coffee
Paper Card for Starbucks

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient GmbH for the Convego® Natural
Payment PLA Card for HypoVereinsbank

Congratulations to the 2021 Élan Awards of Excellence winners.
The 2022 Élan Awards competition will open in January and winners will be announced in person at ICMA’s 2022 Card Manufacturing &
Personalization EXPO from May 15-18 at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa, Florida.
To learn more about submitting an entry into next year’s competition, visit ICMA.com or email info@icma.com. Show us your very best!
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ICMA FOUNDER EMERITUS
AL VRANCART SET TO RETIRE
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA
Al Vrancart remains amazed at how the global card industry has continued to evolve since
the day he joined its trajectory more than 30 years ago.
Back then, he went to a tradeshow where people wore badges boasting, “Wipe the Stripe,”
in support of chip cards replacing magnetic stripe cards.
“We all know how that worked out,” Vrancart quipped. “It’s amazing the staying power that
plastic cards have had, and they are still going strong.”
“Our card industry produces billions

the global card industry. He joined the

former Philips’ colleague Jeffrey Barnhart

and billions of promotional, loyalty and

industry (after 18 years with Philips

saw an opportunity to do the same in

gift cards, which are very slowly being

Lighting in Australia, South Africa,

the global card industry. Together,

displaced by digital cards and apps,”

Canada and the United States) as

they initiated an outreach program to

he continued. “However, these cards

president/CEO of NBS Card Services

encourage card manufacturers to join

will continue to remain appealing for

in 1989 to strategically develop and

the International Card Manufacturers

years for many consumers. The focus

position the card manufacturing

Association (ICMA). The duo organized

has always been on payment cards be-

business into a Tier One level in North

a meeting in early 1990 in Newark,

cause of the staying power of financial

America. He held the position for 15

New Jersey, with some potential

brand issuers like Visa, Mastercard and

years until 2004. Along the way, he

members and founded ICMA.

American Express, and although they

developed and launched the world’s

like to tout the latest technologies,

first metalized foil cards, which became

everything still remains centered

an NBS patent, and launched the first

around the plastic card.”

ecofriendly biodegradable transaction

Vrancart, who plans to retire on

12

card in North America in 1993.

“There were nearly 500 card manufacturing facilities globally and none of
them were really having any communication or sense of belonging to an
industry,” Vrancart said. “There was

December 31, 2021, is celebrated

Inspired by the global lighting industry,

severe competition and some degree

today for his staying power, hard work,

which had seen several associations

of—for lack of a better word—infighting

dedication and thought leadership in

coalesce over the years, Vrancart and

among the competitors. Competitors
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weren’t working together for the

ICMA then expanded the EXPO outside

betterment of the industry. Our

of the United States to several locations

industry needed an association to

in Europe, Canada, Mexico and Ber-

move ahead, and the founding of

muda. Today, ICMA has 200 members

ICMA allowed our industry to

across the globe. Barnhart serves as

move ahead.”

executive director while Vrancart has

ICMA developed a responsive Global
Board of Directors, which frequently
met and communicated to drive ICMA

been providing strategic direction and
program development to grow and
enrich membership benefits.

growth initiatives. “I became the first

Throughout his 32-year tenure,

president of the ICMA and was voted

Vrancart has supported ICMA with

in as ICMA founder emeritus,” Vrancart

the following:

said. “We launched our first ICMA
EXPO in Orlando, Florida in 1990.”

• Global Card Manufacturing &
Personalization Market Statistics

Reports (for more than 25 years)
• Card Industry Facts & Figures for
ICMA.com
• ICMA EXPO and CardTREX agenda
development
• Roundtable discussions at ICMA
events
• Élan Awards of Excellence content
development and judging
• EcoLabel program
• InBrief (weekly industry newsletter)
• Task Force development
continued on page 14

ICMA.com
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Al Vrancart Set to Retire, continued from page 13

• Advanced Card Education (ACE)
content development
• New membership initiatives
• Card Manufacturing magazine content
• Webcasts (particularly focused on
market statistics and trends)

to help grow the association. “We’ve

see the value and benefits we offer—

been on almost every continent and

it’s a story that doesn’t end, but we are

certainly have members in every

globally recognized. Everyone knows

region of the world,” Vrancart said. “I

who ICMA is—it’s a matter of getting

find it invigorating! It’s great seeing all

more people to join and participate so

that we do here in the United States

the industry is better for everyone.”

from different perspectives in other
parts of the world. As Americans, it’s

“Our association is all about education,

Vrancart will miss the camaraderie

networking…and making the card

ICMA generated. “To pick up the phone

industry a friendlier place to work and

and call a member to ask them about

compete,” Vrancart said.

something related to the card industry

Vrancart credits the hard work and

and get an answer, being with

dedication of various people—past

competitors on a friendly basis, is

and present—with ICMA’s continued

very important,” he said.

success. “It should never go un-

When asked if the association has
achieved the goals it was founded
upon, he said, “Well, we certainly got
quite far but there’s always work to be

14

done. Trying to get new members to

He will also miss traveling the world
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important to understand that. The
globalization is extremely important.”

noticed,” he said. “People did more

than expected
to make ICMA
more than a
success. Everyone
on the ICMA team
loves it and enjoys
their job. They aren’t
just coming in and doing
something mundane. There
is always something attractive about being on the
ICMA team.”

“I would also like to thank Jeff Barn-

cards any time soon. “No, I think they’ll

hart, our ICMA executive director

be around. There’s a lot of runway left

and founder, who took a huge risk in

in cards. Specific market segments

backing the development of our global

continue to be in demand; it depends

association through his association

on the region. The Asia Pacific region

management and marketing com-

is moving fast to replace cards with

pany—CMA,” Vrancart said.

newer technologies, but the other

While Vrancart sees technology changing, he doesn’t see it replacing plastic

regions are not moving so fast. Every
region in the 12 vertical markets has its
own story for how long the runway is
for them.”
Vrancart looks forward to retire-

“I wish I could call out all of

ment. “I have worked every day

the names of the people I really

for 65 years since I was 11 years

have enjoyed working with—all

old starting with my paper route

of the people who had anything to

in London, Ontario, Canada,” he

do with ICMA—from internal team

said. “I’ll be 76 years old. I plan

members to ICMA members to

to spend more time with my fam-

associate members and all of the

ily, on my hobbies, relaxing and

relationships built with suppliers

reading the Wall Street Journal

and vendors and the customer

from cover to cover every day

base who frequently attended our

because previously I only had

events,” Vrancart continued. “The

time to look for the excerpts that

support we always got from our

pertained to our industry.”

sponsorships that we would count
on year after year were also very
important.”

ICMA.com
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Dan Oswald – CEO, Arroweye Solutions

New trends and use cases driven by the pandemic are opening
new opportunities for the card industry
The pandemic fueled the increased use and popularity of

for similar spending features or access to digital shopping

general-purpose cards such as debit cards, among both

channels, the door is wide open for banks and fintechs to

consumers and businesses to enable an easier funds

offer more value through these card products. Fast-movers

disbursement model. Capitalizing on this renewed and

can capitalize on this opportunity by putting programs in

increased interest in debit cards over the long-term requires

the market with benefits that appeal to the specific needs

a strong understanding of the timely cardholder use cases, a

of these new adopters, such as easy ways to load funds or

nimble approach to card marketing and the ability to stand

get cash, connection to digital shopping channels, better

out with target cardholder segments.

spending and budgeting visibility, savings programs or

Here’s a rundown on the latest trends card industry
stakeholders can capitalize on:

Trend: Debit Cards as Vehicles for Pandemic Relief Funds
and Connection to the Digital Economy
Early on in the pandemic, prepaid debit cards became the
go-to solution for distribution of Economic Impact Payments
and other forms of aid—delivering quick, easy access to
funds to millions of people across the country. The ability
to print and distribute cards in record time was essential

virtually any funds disbursement need that may come about.
Debit cards and the networks they use are ubiquitous and
a proven commerce enabling capability with high levels of
existing use and channel trust already built in.

Trend: Rampant E-Commerce Adoption
As countries continue to navigate new ways of spending,
even people who were already using card-based accounts
have transformed the way they handle and spend their
money—and e-commerce has exploded.

because it gave so many people access to critical payment

Adoption of mobile payments methods has dramatically

methods at a time when dealing with checks and cash was

accelerated. In-store mobile payments use grew 29% last

a non-starter.

year and digital payment adoption has exploded years faster

Those who previously operated on a cash-only basis, cashed
the occasional check pre-pandemic or steered clear of cash
for safety concerns, were locked out of digital and mobile
payment options, many of which became the only option to
hail a ride, order food or buy groceries. But receiving aid via
debit cards has driven adoption of new card-based payments
and connection to the digital economy.
Visa’s chief financial officer recently told MarketWatch that
“…Debit is clearly the gateway to cash digitization,” and
the outlet notes that “people often move to debit first when
they shift away from cash…and develop digital payments
habits.” As organizations continue to leverage debit cards
as vehicles for distributing aid or relief funds, the migration
to cashless payments will continue to grow.
Long-term opportunity: As people continue to be cashaverse and more are comfortable turning to debit cards

than expected; many consumers also loaded a card into a
mobile wallet for the very first time. Yet physical debit cards
are the backbone of many of these payment technologies
and continue to work in tandem with digital accounts,
especially when point-of-sale (POS) systems aren’t ready
for mobile payments or go offline. While digital payment
adoption will continue to rise, physical cards will be
increasingly necessary to fuel this growth while providing
easy-to-use options for disbursement and payment.
Long-term opportunity: Both financial brands and
non-financial businesses are capitalizing on this trend by
offering new debit-based payment accounts or apps that
enable people’s increasingly mobile lifestyles—and reward
them for their purchases to create ongoing engagement.
They can even test new offers and segment their go-tomarket strategies if they have total flexibility and control
continued on page 18
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How to Capitalize, continued from page 17

over key launch elements like card marketing and design,

across the market while challenging the traditional bound-

just-in-time card production and distribution.

aries in channel and form factors for executing everyday

The payoff is big: card marketing experts know that
personalized card offers dramatically improve response
rates and can attract new high-value segments to capture
more market share. The real-world advantages of issuing,
distributing and enabling the physical card blended with
virtual card deployment and mobile wallet use is clearly

card programs must stand for something to stand out. Card
programs must leverage the ability to target specific buyer
segments, customize card marketing dynamically while
plugging into a partner who enables the speed of just-intime production that is both cost effective and scalable.

becoming necessary to compete in today’s market. The real-

Without question, debit cards have driven economic growth

ity is, all three beautifully coexist to enable the ultimate in

during the pandemic, and this trajectory isn’t slowing down.

flexibility and seamless consumer choice and channel usage.

Fintechs and other financial institutions will benefit as

Trend: People are Using More Accounts for Earning,
Spending and Saving

people have positive debit card interactions from brands

Studies show that people keep their funds in multiple

or replace cash payment functionality, debit cards are

accounts and are using those accounts in more ways than
ever. Whether it’s a debit card affiliated with a traditional
bank account, a mobile or digital banking account or
even a peer-to-peer app, more consumers are using debit
accounts to earn or “save” funds, regardless of the ability
to earn interest.
The pandemic also drove many businesses to pay people
faster, and fewer payroll checks are being issued in paper
form as a result. Direct deposit to debit-based card accounts
gives workers faster access to wages and many workers are
using individual card accounts to segment earnings from
various sources.
At the same time, younger generations continue to be
averse to incurring more debt, from credit cards or other
sources, so flexible, low-fee debit card accounts fit the bill
here too.
Long-term opportunity: Consumers across all generations, income brackets and lifestyles are embracing the
use of multiple debit-card based accounts, driving growth

18

financial needs. But growing markets are crowded, and
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they trust. Whether it’s to connect them to the digital
economy, send and receive funds in a timely efficient way
versatile solutions. Embracing these use cases will drive
new revenue opportunities and create a sustainable path
toward more customer acquisition opportunities.

About the Author: Dan Oswald is a seasoned leader with 35
years of experience driving growth and operational excellence.
For more than three decades, Oswald has navigated the everchanging financial services, fintech and payments industries—
helping teams to implement and successfully execute strategic
product, operational and business development plans. Prior
to joining Arroweye, he was the vice president of business
development for Deluxe Corporations Payment Processing
Outsourcing Division where he and his team transformed and
built the company’s payment outsourcing division into the
most respected payment processing service bureau in North
America. Prior to his role at Deluxe, Oswald spent 29 years
with First Data Corporation where he held many significant
senior-leadership positions during his tenure, including the
responsibility for the REMITCO payments division as senior
vice president, senior vice president in the company’s output
services division responsible for operating strategy and vice
president and general manager overseeing one of First Data’s
largest client relationships.

member & product news

Business Version of FIDO-Certified
Digital ID Card Released

cryptocurrency exchange platforms.

CompoSecure L.L.C. has released a new,

login will be available for custodial

FIDO-certified digital ID card developed

platforms, while non-custodial exchange

While many industry experts believed this

under its partnership with Nok Nok

platforms will be able to take advantage

to be a milestone out of reach, this tech-

Labs and designed to reduce fraud and

of Arculus’s full key signing capabilities.

nological leap has been achieved while

online hacking.

Moving forward, the company said it

Dubbed Arculus Business (as opposed

will work to integrate its digital security

to the consumer version the company re-

technology seamlessly into companies’

Fingerprints collaborated with Infineon

leased earlier this year), the new solution

legacy payment platforms, thus delivering

Technologies AG, a provider ofsecurity

for digital ID protection was unveiled at

strong key-based security.

controllers for contactless payments to

the Money 20/20 event in Las Vegas.

For more information, visit

Just like its predecessor, the new Arculus

composecure.com.

FIDO authentication with passwordless

card can be used as a virtual key for user
authentication into a variety of digital
services, including websites, mobile apps
and more. The solution’s software develop-

it cheaper and easier for card manufacturers to develop and roll out biometric
payment cards at scale.

maintaining biometric performance and
increasing security.

demonstrate the capabilities of the new
software. The partners combined Infineon’s
40nm security controller (SLC38) with
Fingerprints’ T-Shape® 2 (T2) sensor mod-

Fingerprints, Infineon Enable Biometric
Authentication in Secure Element

ment kit (SDK) will now integrate directly

Biometrics company Fingerprint Cards AB

with both custodial (where the exchange

(Fingerprints ™) has enabled biometric

stores a user’s keys) and non-custodial

authentication to be executed entirely

(the keys are held privately by the user)

within Infineon’s Secure Element, making

ule and the latest biometric software for
payments. This is particularly significant
as almost one in two payment cards with
a chip worldwide has an Infineon security
controller at its core.
continued on page 20
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member & product news
Ink Technology, continued from page 17

To achieve this, Fingerprints’ R&D team

as in retail, quick service restaurants,

focused on reducing the memory footprint,

petrol stations and more industries can

flash and RAM requirements of its software

offer their own QR code based prepaid and

to fit inside Infineon’s SLC38 Secure Ele-

loyalty schemes, enabling their consumers

ment. All while maintaining transaction

to pay easily with their mobile phone even

times and biometric performance.

if it is not a NFC compatible device.

For more information, visit fingerprints.com.

Convego® CloudPay eSE enables consumers to make secure contactless payments

G+D Wins Innovation Awards
Juniper Research has awarded two solutions from Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) with
the “Future Digital Award for Payment
Innovation.” The QR code payment system
for mobile payments and the company’s
payment platform for wearables won first
prize in their respective categories. This
is the second year in a row G+D has won
awards from Juniper Research’s Future
Digital Awards in two categories, emphasizing the company’s leading role in the
market for digital payment solutions.
With its Future Digital Awards, Juniper
Research has been highlighting the most
innovative and effective technology
solutions in a variety of categories since
2008. The winners are companies that
have made outstanding contributions to
their industry and will have a significant
impact on the further development of
their markets.
This year, G+D received the Platinum
Award in the “Best QR Code Payment
Offering” category for its solution Convego®
Pearl for Mobile, the highest possible
honor. Convego ® CloudPay eSE, G+D’s
payment enablement for wearables, was
also recognized with the platinum award
in “Wearable Payment Innovation.” Both
solutions are based on G+D’s proven and
scalable portfolio for digital payments
and enable safe, secure and convenient
payments for everyday use.
With Convego® Pearl for Mobile, companies

with wearables in different form factors by
using tokenization technology.

IDEMIA Unveils SaaS ABIS
IDEMIA has launched the IDEMIA
STORM ABIS, a solution that gives local
law enforcement agencies cuttingedge biometric fingerprint-matching
technology for identity verification and
authentication purposes.
The new Software as a Service (SaaS)based Automatic Biometric Identification
System (ABIS) can be used for intuitive,

Both solutions are already being imple-

accessible and affordable fingerprint

mented successfully in many countries.

analysis, comparison and documentation.

For more information, visit gi-de.com.

SaaS deployment models can provide a

HID Global Showcases Biometric Passport

cost-effective way for smaller organizations like local law enforcement agencies

Citizens of Estonia will notice a range of

to adopt advanced technologies that

new features as they start receiving the

would otherwise require significant

all-new biometric passport when they

capital investments.

update their travel documents after HID
Global confirmed earlier this year the contract to supply the booklets and software
integration modules.

The new solution is an intuitive web-based
platform that supports local and national
searches with tools for analysis, comparison and case management that allows

It is the first passport to include a

fingerprint biometric examiners to easily

polycarbonate data page and contains a

complete examinations from wherever. It

QR code for validity checking, according

also enhances collaboration and enables

to the announcement. Over the course

agencies cut down on their cost of

of the eight-year contract, HID is expected

training staff.

to provide an estimated 800,000 biometric
passports.

IDEMIA says its STORM ABIS platform
renders the deployment and delivery pro-

The application process involves capturing

cess easy with standardized configurations

and verifying the citizen’s identity data for

and allow them to securely and seamlessly

the personalization of the booklet. The ID

use the solution even for all remote work

document includes secure chip encoding

environments. As an SaaS offering,

and encryption in addition to the printed

it also provides small law enforcement

QR code. The document’s polycarbonate

agencies with feature updates to keep

datapage includes optically variable inks,

the technology current.

two laser images and a window in the
shape of Estonia for strong protection
against fraud, with further transparent
images incorporated. UV and embossed
features depict the local climate throughout

IDEMIA North America was recently
contracted to offer selfie biometrics
services for NASA collaborators.
For more information, visit idemia.com.

the booklet and even on the front cover.
For more information, visit hidglobal.com.

with closed-loop payment schemes such

New Mastercard for Visually Impaired Users
The new Touch Cards from Mastercard
have different-shaped notches cut into the
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sides to help customers who are visually

the device, with EVERING as the payment

cardholder credit and debit policies that

impaired find the right card by touch alone.

card issuer, enabling fast and secure

already exist. Cardholders will be able to

The Touch Card credit card has a round

contactless transactions on this ring. The

understand how their spending effects the

notch, the debit card has a squarish notch

payment data on the ring will be directly

environment. They’ll also be encouraged

and the prepaid card has a triangular notch.

linked to customers’ prepaid bank

to adopt sustainable behaviors.

Mastercard will distribute its new Touch
Card to U.S. customers next year.
For more information, visit mastercard.com.

accounts. The payment personalization
services on the rings ensure optimal data
management for EVERING. All integration
and personalization work on the rings will
be undertaken by dedicated Thales teams

Thales, Evering Secure Next-Gen Wearable

in Asia, ensuring close collaboration with

The EVERING, an NFC ring, enables

their end users.

contactless payments working on a “Less
is Smart” premise. The waterproof

EVERING to meet the evolving needs of
For more information, visit thales.com.

experience for users to pay when the ring
is held in close proximity to the payment
terminal. The waterproof battery-less ring
requires no charging, and marries fashion
with technology, with the convenience of
contactless transactions.
Thales will provide both the secure
embedded chip and Operating System as
well as card personalization services for

footprint calculator, which shows the
estimated carbon footprint of a user’s
spend; carbon offsets that allow users
to improve greenhouse gas emissions
impacts; rewards for sustainable behaviors; and personalized education on
how customers can up their sustainable
consumption.
In addition, donations will be made avail-

ceramic ring supports cashless and
touchless payments, offering a seamless

Some of the benefits include a carbon

Visa Consumers See Environmental
Impact of Purchases

able for environmental organizations when

Visa has rolled out a new set of sustain-

worldwide reforestation nonprofit.

ability-focused benefits intended for account issuers to be able to get cardholders
more on board with green consumption
habits.
Visa Eco Benefits will let Visa issuers

Visa cards are used, the release stated. One
of the organizations is One Tree Planted, a
Visa Eco Benefits will be available in Europe
first. It will be launched globally next year
to Visa’s clients.
For more information, visit visa.com.

add benefits for sustainability to Visa

ICMA.com
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ace news
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

ICMA’S LATEST

ACE-COMMERCIAL CLASS ANNOUNCED
ICMA would like to congratulate the following individuals who successfully completed the
Advanced Card Education (ACE)-Commercial training program:
NAME

TITLE

ORGANIZATION NAME

Sarah Rogers
John O’Rourke
Evelyn Patricia Galvan
Stefan Knipping
Angela Sietmann
Jody Hensley-Cook
Jack Tinney

Innovation Engineer
Sr. Product Manager
Supply Chain Analyst
Marketing Manager
Customer Service Support
Customer Service
Sales Account Executive

Klöckner Pentaplast of America Inc.
IDEMIA Identity & Security USA LLC
Credit One Bank
Otto Küennecke GmbH
Perfect Plastic Printing Corp.
Superior Tape & Label
Perfect Plastic Printing Corp.

The purpose of ACE-Commercial training is to provide sales, marketing, customer service
and other card industry professionals at your company with the opportunity to learn the
fundamentals of card manufacturing. Others who may find this training beneficial include
suppliers and consultants who want to have a deeper understanding of the card industry
opportunities and challenges experienced by card providers.

Employees who participate in the training series:
• Receive a high-level overview of the major
components of a card manufacturing business.
• Learn about the production of cards.
• Review customer service support and sales issues
that arise in the sale and support of card products
and projects.
• Review top-of-mind questions and topics that
customers of card products may have.
Unlike ICMA’s other ACE programs, which require students

Conducted by David Tushie, ICMA’s standards and technical
representative, ACE-Commercial is taught virtually in
two, two-hour sessions on the same day. There are no
pre-requisites, but the program is only available to current
ICMA member companies.
Employees who complete the training class will receive a
certificate of completion.
The cost to attend the training is $295 per attendee or
$265.50 per attendee for groups of five or more from
the same organization. Private company training is
also available at a reduced rate for groups of 10 or more.

to pass an exam to achieve a corresponding certification,
ACE-Commercial is designed to provide employees in customer-facing roles with high-level card industry education
without the need to enroll in certification-level curriculum.
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For more information and to register, visit
icma.com/ace-commercial-training/.

ICMA for sustainability

SUN CHEMICAL
RELEASES ANNUAL
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
Sun Chemical released the latest

This framework supports a circular

edition of its Corporate Sustainability

economy and reductions in carbon

Report, which focuses on the organiza-

footprint, which can be applied from

tion’s commitment to a robust sustain-

either an operational or product-

ability strategy comprised of three

oriented point of view. Each of these

key pillars: operations, products and

steps has enabled the company to

services and collaborations.

align its sustainability goals with the

• Developing state-of-the-art proof

United Nations’ Sustainable Develop-

of concepts for collaborative

ment Goals (SDGs).

industry projects that contribute

Sustainability Committee in August

The latest report shows that Sun

to the enhancement of packaging

2020 comprised of eight executive

Chemical achieved its recent energy

leaders, designed to guarantee compa-

and water usage goals and outlines

ny-wide engagement in sustainability

ambitious new initiatives that align

initiatives and oversee the sustain-

with the three key pillars strategy and

• An EcoVadis sustainability score of

ability strategy. Under this committee,

“five Rs” approach. Below is a list of

53/100, a bronze rating that puts

Sun Chemical has built a sustainable

some of these initiatives:

Sun Chemical in the 69th percen-

framework to guide future roadmaps

Operations

tile compared to similar businesses

As part of its sustainability strategy,
Sun Chemical organized a Corporate

in each of the strategy’s three pillars,
which are referred to as the “five Rs”—
Reuse, Reduce, Renew, Recycle
and Redesign.

• A long-term strategic target to
reduce CO2 levels by at least 50%
by 2030, building on the company’s
previous target of 30%

• The reduction of water usage by 6%
compared to 2019
• The reduction of overall waste sent
to landfills by 6.5% compared to 2019

Collaborations

sustainability and recycling, including monomaterial MDO-PE barrier
flexible packaging with Elif

• B ronze-level material health
ratings from the Cradle-to-Cradle
Products Innovation Institute for
SunLit® Diamond sheetfed offset
continued on page 24
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process printing inks and SunFash-

newable content, but to utilize sustain-

stewardship leader, Sun Chemical.

ion™ BE Heatset Series mineral oil,

able best practices during all stages

“By guiding future product develop-

varnish and flush-based process

of production, from manufacturing to

ment based on reuse, reduce, renew,

ink series

distribution. Sun Chemical’s strategic

recycle and redesign, Sun Chemical is

sustainability framework allows us

able to develop the next generation of

to ensure the sustainability of end

industry-leading, high-quality products

products by increasing bio-renewable

that further increase the use of bio-

content, improving recyclability rates

renewable and recyclable materials for

and reducing waste.”

our customers.”

Gary Andrzejewski, corporate vice

“The sustainability report shows

The Sun Chemical sustainability

president, environmental affairs, Sun

Sun Chemical’s commitment to our

report is available to customers

Chemical. “Consumers want brands to

sustainability goals, but we’re con-

and can be requested online at

not only provide high-quality products

tinuing to find new ways to improve,”

www.sunchemical.com/sustainability/.

made with minimal waste and bio-re-

said Michael Simoni, global product

“By focusing on the three pillars of our
sustainability strategy, Sun Chemical
remains committed to following
sustainable practices and materials
throughout the product lifecycle,” said

PSCU Collaborates
with CPI Card Group
to Reduce Plastic Waste
PSCU, a payments credit union service

of debit and credit cardholders indicate

•C
 PI’s Earthwise™ upcycled payment

organization (CUSO), recently an-

they are concerned about plastic waste

card, which is aimed at reducing

nounced it is collaborating with CPI

in landfills and 73% of respondents say

first-use plastic and reusing plastic

Card Group Inc. to offer cards that

it is important that their financial insti-

waste that might otherwise enter

reduce first-use plastic by incorporating

tution is environmentally conscious. In

a landfill. The Earthwise™ Recycled

recycled plastic into the card body.

the next several months, PSCU will be-

PVC card can contain up to 85%

gin providing owner credit unions with

upcycled plastic, depending on

access to the following CPI products:

design.

According to a CPI survey conducted
by an independent research firm, 91%
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• CPI’s Second Wave® payment card

strategy and ESG of CPI. “We want to

“It is clear that financial institutions

is the first payment card featuring

lead the payments industry towards

and their cardholders care about the

a core made with recovered ocean-

reducing first-use plastic in conjunction

environment and are looking to part-

bound plastic. CPI estimates

with delivering a world-class card-

ners across the industry for help with

more than a ton of plastic will be

holder experience for consumers. With

adopting the mantra of ‘Reduce, Reuse,

diverted from entering the world’s

the help of CUSOs like PSCU, we are

Recycle,’” said Cody Banks, vice presi-

oceans, waterways and shorelines

getting one step closer to driving a

dent of payment and fraud solutions at

for every 1 million Second Wave®

meaningful impact towards more

PSCU. “PSCU is proud to play an active

payment cards produced.

eco-focused card products.”

role in helping mitigate the payments
industry’s environmental waste, and

“Our goal in offering products like

PSCU is working to minimize environ-

Earthwise and Second Wave is to

mental impact and reduce its carbon

reduce first-use plastic in payment

footprint where possible. The CUSO’s

cards, either by diverting plastic waste

sustainability efforts include instituting

from entering the world’s oceans or by

and promoting recycling efforts, reduc-

using post-industrial plastic that might

ing consumption, reusing materials and

For more information, visit

otherwise have entered a landfill,”

choosing more eco-friendly products,

cpicardgroup.com.

said Terra Grantham, vice president of

among other initiatives.

™

®

we look forward to working alongside
CPI to provide more eco-focused products to our owner credit unions and
their members.”

ICMA’S ECOLABEL
PROGRAM:
A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR CARD MANUFACTURERS
Take the next steps to become a licensed ICMA

Manufacturers can become EcoLabel Program licensees.

EcoLabel manufacturer. It’s a great opportunity to

Licensees can showcase their support of sustainability

demonstrate your sustainability initiatives.

initiatives.

ICMA’s EcoLabel standard program is now available

Licensees can offer issuer clients a valuable EcoLabel

for member card manufacturers to be recognized for

opportunity for cards that meet established criteria in

their commitment to sustainability and for their cards

one of the following categories:

that meet program requirements.

ICMA’s green card standard at a glance
In response to consumer and card issuer demand for
green transaction and identification cards, the ICMA

• Reduced materials
• Recycled content
• Compostable
• Biobased content

EcoLabel Standard Program establishes criteria for the

Sign up for the EcoLabel program today and

environmental impact of a manufacturer’s cards through

demonstrate your commitment to green! Questions?

a third-party ecolabeling program.

Visit ICMA.com or contact us at info@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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OUR BLOGS ON ICMA.COM
Have you read ICMA’s latest blogs?
5 Reasons Why Paper Cards are Making Inroads into the Transaction Card Market delves into
the reasons why paper cards are entering the equation, according to Greg Maze, director of product
management, packaging, Neenah Inc.
5 Pro Tips for Powerful Card Packaging explains how card packaging is now seen as a meaningful
introduction to impactful card products and features Burgopak Ltd. Creative Director Dane Whitehurst’s professional tips for powerful card packaging.
Learn about ICMA marketing solutions that can help boost brand and product awareness, generate
leads and grow business in ICMA Marketing Solutions: 6 Ways to Grow Business in the
Card Industry.
To read all of ICMA’s latest blogs, visit the blog section of ICMA.com.
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TUNE INTO ICMA’S WEBCASTS
As a member benefit, ICMA hosts live webcasts featuring card manufacturers, personalizers,
issuers and other experts delivering virtual presentations about the global card industry.
ICMA members can watch the presentations live, listen via conference call portal and post
questions for immediate feedback. ICMA members who miss or want to review a webcast can
access the archives in the member’s-only section of ICMA.com.
The archives include the following recent webcasts:
• Innovation to Securely Bridge the Physical Card and the Digital World
• Global and European Card Industry Market Trends
• Global and North American Card Industry Market Trends
• Supporting Sustainability in Card Manufacturing
• Marketing to Millennials and Generation Z: Great Opportunities for Manufacturers
and Issuers to Grow Business
• The Impact of Digital Printing on the Transaction Card Industry
ICMA members who need to set up log-in information for the member’s-only section of
ICMA.com to access the webcasts, should contact ICMA headquarters at info@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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VTB Customers Make Contactless
ATM Withdrawals
Customers of Russia-based bank VTB

This enables daily and weekly fare
capping that is either planned or is
already implemented.

can now use a digital debit or credit card
to make contactless cash withdrawals
from its ATMs using their iOS or
Android device.
The bank has made the service available
through its VTB online mobile app, and
enables users to scan a QR code on an
ATM’s main screen, select a digital card
and the amount they want to withdraw
and then verify the transaction in the app
with their PIN.
The entire operation is carried out in the
mobile app, with no need to touch the
ATM.

A fourth city in Finland is beginning to roll
out contactless open-loop payments.
Open-loop projects in the Finnish capital

Public Safety Commissioner Sean Tindell

Zwipe is partnering with areeba to pilot

it will allow a law enforcement officer ap-

biometric payment cards based on Zwipe
Pay ONE in Lebanon and Iraq.
areeba and Zwipe have a long-standing
collaboration, launching the first biometric payment card pilots in the Middle East
in 2018 and winning the 2019 Seamless
Award for Best Technological Innovation
in Payments.
In these pilots, the biometric payment

said, “From a law enforcement perspective,
proaching the car to interact via Bluetooth
with that phone so that they can know
exactly who they’re dealing with before
they even get to the car. And I think that’s
a great feature for law enforcement, and it
would be able to be utilized for any lawful
purchase that you could otherwise use a
regular ID.”

platform and delivered by Inkript, one of

UP Express Riders Use Debit Cards to
‘Tap-On’

the leading EMV card manufacturers in

UP Express customers in Canada can now

the Middle East, which already provides

tap-on and pay for their ride using debit

cards to areeba and many issuers in

cards instead of having to pre-purchase a

the region.

ticket or load their PRESTO card.
In March, Metrolinx launched a pilot

Next Generation of ID Cards Unveiled

urban areas in the country, Tampere and

The Emirates Identity Authority (EIDA)

Hämeenlinna, launched late last month.

store a virtual driver’s license and corona-

Zwipe, areeba Pilot Biometric
Payment Cards

Helsinki, along with two other top five
Oulu, went live this year. The latest,

The Mississippi mobile ID allows users to
virus vaccination card.

cards will be built on the Zwipe Pay ONE

More Finland Cities Move to Open-Loop
Fare Payments

Mississippi Launches Mobile ID Program

in Abu Dhabi has started issuing a new
generation of ID cards with a larger

program allowing for contactless payment
on UP Express, the rail link that connects
Union Station with Toronto Pearson
International Airport.
The transit company started the pilot

The Helsinki Regional Transport Authority

memory as part of its new enrollment

launched open-loop payments earlier

strategy aimed at implementing a num-

this year on at least some of its ferries

ber of initiatives related to electronic

and trams. It plans to accept contactless

service applications.

in their mobile wallet to pay for their fare.

EMV payments on its entire multimodal

This is a culmination of two elements of

Customers will be able to tap on and off

system, including its buses and metro.
The rollout is expected to be completed
in 2023.

the new enrollment strategy for 2010-13.
The elements include the provision of
secured and modern infrastructure for

project with allowing customers to tap
their physical credit card or the credit card

using their Interac Debit, Visa Debit and
Debit Mastercard, or by adding these
cards to their mobile wallet and tapping

The Tampere Regional Transport Authority,

e-government services and the fulfilment

with their phone or smart watch.

or Nysse, accepts open-loop payments

of integration and electronic communica-

Customers can continue to use their Visa,

on buses and trams. And Oulu and

tion with government departments.

Mastercard or American Express credit

Hämeenlinna have launched on buses.

The public-key cryptography provides

cards (physical or digital version in their

The Hämeenlinna Regional Public

an integrated secured system for identity

Transport Authority, which has a ridership

verification through enabling users to

of only around one million per year,

decisively identify their identities.

started with two bus operators in October
and plans to equip the other seven to
handle contactless.
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mobile wallet) to pay, as well as more
traditional options like a PRESTO card
and e-tickets.

Government to Roll Out Digital ID
The Petaling Jaya government in Malaysia

Face Recognition Will Replace Emirates
ID Card

will introduce a digital ID for use in online

The Emirates ID could soon be history as

services and transactions.

proof of identification. In the near future,

The digital ID, which is expected to be

copy of their Emirates ID, passport, etc.
The QR code generated for the user can
also be used for identity by confirming
with the OTP.

face recognition will serve as identity.

implemented in 2024, will not replace the

The Federal Authority for Identity and Citi-

MyKad as an identification document. In-

zenship (ICA) has launched the upgraded

Beijing Public Transport Users Encouraged
to Use Digital Fare Payments

stead, it would strengthen MyKad security.

version of the Digital Certification Portal

Passengers on bus, subway and suburban

for government and private institutions to

Delhi Issues Smart Card for Driving
License
The Delhi Transport Department will
begin issuing drivers in the Indian capital
with digital driving licenses and vehicle
registration certificates in the form of QR
code-enabled contactless smart cards
that link to records held on central
online databases.
The new cards will allow police and other
officials to access and verify information
about an individual driver or vehicle by
scanning the QR code on the relevant
smart card with a mobile device.
The city’s current driving licenses store
information on a chip embedded in a card
“but there have been issues with reading
the information coded into the chip, [and]
chip reader machines were not available
in required quantity with both the Delhi

verify the personal identity of individuals
using the facial recognition feature.

rail services in the Chinese capital Beijing
can now receive a discount and pay as
little as 0.01 yuan for their journey if they

The updated algorithm of facial recognition

use the country’s central bank digital

allows easy identification of individuals

currency (CBDC) to pay their fares from a

within three seconds and the service is

digital yuan mobile wallet issued by the

available for Emirates ID holders who are

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China.

15 years old and above.

The city has introduced the discounts on

Anyone holding an Emirates ID can

its public transport network in order to

register for the service from a customer

further promote the use of digital yuan for

service station, smart apps or self-service

fare payments.

machines. Once the facial biometric is

Passengers can also enjoy digital payment

registered at the ICA portal, the user
receives a One Time Password (OTP) for
confirmation of his/her identity.

discounts by downloading the RuubyPay
app. RuubyPay allows passengers to
take the subway once for 0.01 yuan when

The user’s data, including Emirates ID

using digital payments.

number, passport number, unified identifi-

Beijing Rail Transit began letting passen-

cation number and a specific QR code will
be saved, and he/she can get the digital

gers use digital yuan to make contactless
fare payments on subway lines and
suburban rail services in July.

marketplace

Traffic Police and the Enforcement Wing
of the Transport Department,” Delhi’s
regional government says.
The department will be able to retain records and penalties of the driving license
holder for up to 10 years on the Vahan
database as soon as an owner’s smart
card is confiscated. The new licenses will
also help the government in maintaining
records of differently abled drivers,
any modifications made to the vehicles,
emission standards and the person’s
declaration to donate organs.
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ICMA: The Premier Card Manufacturing
& Personalization Organization
Access three decades of card industry data. Network with industry thought leaders and peers.
Make an impact around the globe.

The voice of the
card manufacturing
industry for over
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industry articles provided
through Card Manufacturing
magazine, monthly Inside
ICMA e-newsletter, and
weekly In-brief
e-newsletter

Website –
visited by

5,000

/month
– drives traffic to
member websites
and offers on-demand
member training
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For more info or to join, visit ICMA.com or call 1 609.799.4900
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